
Two Week Calendar Schedule (April 20- May 1) 

Week six (4/20-4/24) 

Monday-  4/20 

Subject Time Assignment 

Math 30 min 1) Video Lesson #5 

2) Problem Set 4.20-4.21 

3) Begin Khan Academy 

Science 30 min 1) Video Lesson #5 

 

2) Complete The Cells That Make Us article 

and questions 

ELA 30 min 1) Video lesson #5 

 

Both assignments below are on 1 

document/assignment on Teams: 

2) Reread “Homelessness in America”. Write 

a gist for each paragraph  

• (1 sentence about the paragraph).  

3) Write a summary about the entire article  

• (2-3 sentences that tell me about the 

entire article).   

Social Studies 30 min Ancient India: Lesson 1 – Early Civilizations 

(Reading Essentials and Questions) 

P.E. 30 min 1. Read power point 

       - Lower Body Muscles 

2. Exercise 30 minutes 
3. Log exercise  

Dance 30 min  

 

Tuesday- 4/21 

Subject Time Assignment 

Math 30 min 1) Review Video #5 

2) Problem Set 4.20-4.21 

3) Khan Academy 

Science 30 min 1) Finish Cells that Make Us 

Article and Question 

 

 



ELA 30 min Both assignments below are 

on 1 document/assignment 

on Teams: 

1) Annotate the prompt  

• (underline for main 

ideas). Then, rewrite 

the prompt in your 

own words.  

2) Answer the prompt based 

on what you remember from 

your reading. 

Social Studies 30 min Ancient India: Lesson 1 – 

Early Civilizations  

• (Geography and 

History Activity: 

Understanding 

Human–Environment 

Interaction) 

P.E. 30 min 1. Exercise 30 minutes 

2. Log exercise 

Dance 30 min  

 

Wednesday-  4/22 

Subject Time Assignment 

Math 30 min 1) Video Lesson #6 

2) Problem Set 4.22-4.23 

3) Khan Academy 

Science 30 min 1) Video Lesson #6 

 

2) Complete Part A of Cell 

City Project: 

• Write out or type out 

the 11 organelles you 

need and what their 

functions are in a cell 

 

ELA 30 min 1) Video lesson #6 

 

**You will use ONE 

document/assignment for the 

graphic organizer. DO NOT 



submit until Friday. You will 

use the same assignment to 

edit each day.** 

2) Introduction paragraph and 

body paragraph #1 graphic 

organizer 

Social Studies 30 min Ancient India: Lesson 2 – 

Religions of Ancient India 

(Reading Essentials and 

Questions) 

P.E. 30 min 1. Read power point 

• Lower Body Muscles 

#2 

2. Label 5-6 on muscle 

picture 
3. Label one exercise to 

strengthen muscle 7-

10 
4. Exercise 30 minutes  

5. Log exercise  

Dance 30 min  

 

Thursday- 4/23 

Subject Time Assignment 

Math 30 min 1) Review Video #6 

2) Complete Problem Set 

4.22-4.23 

3) Khan Academy 

Science 30 min 1) Complete Part B of Cell 

City Project: 

• Write out or type out 

what role the 11 

organelles would play 

if a cell was a city 

• Ex: Nucleus=Mayor 

of the city because the 

Mayor controls what 

the city does 
 

ELA 30 min 1) Body paragraphs 2 and 3 

graphic organizer  



Social Studies 30 min Ancient India: Lesson 2 – 

Religions Ancient India (21st 

Century Skills Activity: 

Summarizing) 

P.E. 30 min 1. Exercise 30 minutes 

2. Log exercise 
3. Finish labeling  

Dance 30 min  

 

Friday- 4/24 

Subject Time Assignment 1) Conclusion 

graphic organizer 

2) Review and edit graphic 

organizer for all 5 paragraphs. 

**SUBMIT “Graphic 

Organizer- essay" that you 

used Wednesday thru 

today.** 

 

Math 30 min 1) Review Video #6 

2) Problem Set 4.24 

3) Complete Khan Academy 

Science 30 min 1) Complete Part C of Cell 

City Project: 

• Sketch your city in 

pencil on large 

computer paper 

• Label and circle each 

part of the city (A 

through K organelles) 
 

 

ELA 30 min Graphic organizer 

(Conclusion paragraph)- 

Homelessness Essay 1) 

 

Instructions-  

1) fill out the graphic 

organizer 

 



2) Once done with all of the 

parts to the graphic organizer, 

go back and proofread/edit. 

Social Studies 30 min Ancient India: Lesson 3 - The 

Mauryan Empire (Reading 

Essentials and Questions) 

P.E. 30 min 1. Exercise 30 minutes 

2. Log exercise 

• Weekly log entry  

completed 

• Complete Muscle 

Man labeling  

Dance 30 min  

 

 

Week Seven 

Monday- 4/27 

Subject Time Assignment 

Math 30 min 1) Video Lesson #7 

2) Problem Set 4.27 

Science 30 min 1) Video Lesson #7 

 

2) Complete Part D of Cell 

City:  

• Create a key for your 

city in the corner of 

your city with the letter 

and the actual name of 

the part (example: B. 

Sumo Wrestlers NOT 

B. Cell Membrane)  

 

ELA 30 min 1) Video Lesson #7 

2) Rough draft of introduction 

paragraph and body paragraph 

#1 

**You will use ONE document 

this week to work on your 

rough draft (Submit by 

Wednesday)** 



Social Studies 30 min Ancient India: Lesson 3 - The 

Mauryan Empire (Primary 

Source Activity: Buddhism 

and Hinduism) 

P.E. 30 min 1. Read power point 

• Muscle Review  

2. Exercise 30 minutes 
3. Log exercise  

Dance 30 min  

 

Tuesday- 4/28 

Subject Time Assignment 

Math 30 min  

Science 30 min 1) Complete Part E of Cell 

City:  

• Color your city 

completely and neatly 

(pencil first then color 

but NO MARKERS) 

•  Be creative and have 

fun with it! 
 

ELA 30 min 1) Rough draft body 

paragraph #2 and #3 

Social Studies 30 min Ancient India: Primary 

Source Activity (Document-

Based Questions) 

P.E. 30 min 1. Exercise 30 minutes 

2. Log exercise  

Dance 30 min  

 

Wednesday- 4/29 

Subject Time Assignment 

Math 30 min  

Science 30 min 1) Video Lesson #8 

 

2) Finish Cell City Project 

ELA 30 min 1) Video lesson #8 

2) Rough draft conclusion 

paragraph 



3) Proofread rough draft and 

submit. **copy your rough 

draft over into the “Final 

draft- essay" assignment and 

leave it there to edit 

tomorrow. **  

Social Studies 30 min Ancient India: Primary 

Source Activity (Hindu Art) 

P.E. 30 min 1. Assignment # 4 

• Label 1-10 on muscle 

picture 

• Name one exercise to 

strengthen each muscle 

• List the main function of 

each muscle. 

2. Exercise 30 minutes 

3. Log exercise 

  

Dance 30 min  

 

Thursday- 4/30 

Subject Time Assignment 

Math 30 min  

Science 30 min 1) Final Cell City Project 

Paragraph 

• Write a paragraph 

describing your city. 

How does it work? 

What happens during 

a typical day? Who is 

doing what? How 

does it function? 
 

ELA 30 min 1) Type up final draft 

paragraphs: Introduction, 

body paragraph 1 and body 

paragraph 2 **DO NOT 

submit until tomorrow when 

all 5 paragraphs are done** 

Social Studies 30 min Ancient India: Graphic Novel 

– “Much Ado About Zero” 



(Read and answer questions 

1-3) 

P.E. 30 min 1. Exercise 30 minutes 

2. Log exercise 
3. Finish labeling muscle 

man 

Dance 30 min  

 

Friday- 5/1 

Subject Time Assignment 

Math 30 min  

Science 30 min 1) All of Cell City Project is 

due 

 

2) Complete Cells 

review/reflection quiz 

ELA 30 min 1) Finish typing up final draft 

paragraphs: body paragraph 3 

and conclusion. 

2) Proofread, edit, and submit 

"Final Draft Essay”. 

Social Studies 30 min Ancient India: Graphic Novel 

– “Much Ado About Zero” 

(Read a second time and 

answer questions 4-6) 

P.E. 30 min 1. Exercise 30 minutes 

2. Log exercise 

• Weekly Log Entry 

completed 

• Label muscle man 

completed  

Dance 30 min  

 



4.20-4.21 

1. The first number of an ordered pair is called the  . 

 

2. The second number of an ordered pair is called the  . 

3. The first coordinates of the ordered pairs represent the numbers on the line labeled 𝑥, and the second 

coordinates represent the numbers on the line labeled 𝑦. 

A. Name the letter from the grid below that corresponds with each ordered pair of numbers below. 

a.  (1, 4) 

 

b.  (0, 5) 

 

c.  (4, 1) 

 

d.  (8.5, 8) 

 

e.  (5, −2) 

 

f.  (5, 4.2) 

 

g.  (2, −1) 

 

h.  (0, 9) 

 

 

 

 

B. List the ordered pair of numbers that corresponds with each letter from the grid below. 

i.  Point 𝑀 j.  Point 𝑆 

 

k.  Point 𝑁 

 

l.  Point 𝑇 

 

m.  Point 𝑃 

 

n.  Point 𝑈 

 

o.  Point 𝑄 p.  Point 𝑉 

 

q.  Point 𝑅 

 

 

  



 
 

 

 



4.24 

2. Find the length of the line segment with end points (7, 2) and (−4, 2), and explain how you arrived at your 

solution. 

 

3. Sarah and Jamal were learning partners in math class and were working independently.  They each started at 

the point (−2, 5) and moved 3 units vertically in the plane.  Each student arrived at a different end point.  

How is this possible?  Explain and list the two different end points. 

 

4. The length of a line segment is 13 units.  One end point of the line segment is (−3, 7).  Find four points that 

could be the other end points of the line segment. 

 
 
 
4.27-4.28 

5. Using your knowledge of identities, fill in each of the blanks. 

 

a. 4 + 5 − _____ = 4 

 

 

b. 25 − _____ + 10 = 25 

 

 

c. _____ + 16 − 16 = 45 

 

 

d. 56 − 20 + 20 = _____ 

 

6. Using your knowledge of identities, fill in each of the blanks. 

 

a. 𝑎 + 𝑏 −  _____ = 𝑎 

 

 

b. 𝑐 − 𝑑 + 𝑑 = _____ 

 

  

c. 𝑒 +  _____ − 𝑓 = 𝑒 

 

  

d. _____ − ℎ + ℎ = 𝑔 

  

 



4.29-5.1 

1. Fill in each blank to make the equation true. 

a. 132 ÷ 3 × 3 = _____ 

b. _____ ÷ 25 × 25 = 225 

c. 56 × _____  ÷ 8 = 56 

d. 452 × 12 ÷ _____ = 452 

 

2. How is the relationship of addition and subtraction similar to the relationship of multiplication and division? 

 

 

Write an equivalent expression to show the relationship of multiplication and addition. 

 

3. 10 + 10 + 10 

 

4. 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 

 

5. 8 × 2 

 

6. 3 × 9 

 

7. 6𝑚 

 

8. 𝑑 + 𝑑 + 𝑑 + 𝑑 + 𝑑 

 

 
 



Cell City Project 

 In this project you will be creating your own real or imaginary city.  Each part of your city 

will correspond to a part of an animal cell.  The directions are below.   

 You must: 

• Include all the parts needed for your animal cell  

A. Cell 

B. Cell Membrane 

C. Cytoplasm 

D. Nucleus  

E. Nuclear membrane 

F. Ribosome 

G. Endoplasmic reticulum 

H. Golgi body 

I. Mitochondria 

J. Lysosome   

K. Vacuole   

• Sketch your city in pencil on large computer paper 

• Label and circle each part of the city (A through K) 

• Create a legend in the corner of your city with the letter and the actual name of 

the part         (example:         B. Sumo Wrestlers      NOT    B. Cell Membrane)  

• Color your city completely and neatly (pencil first then color but NO MARKERS) 

• Be creative and have fun with it! 

 

Cell City Write-Up 

 Write a paragraph describing your city.  How does it work?  What happens during a 

typical day?  Who is doing what?  How does it function?  

 This should be written on a lined piece of paper and then taped to the back of your 

city paper along with the grade sheet.   



Sources: https://yayscience.net/6th-grade/cells/ 
http://whatarewedoinginsciencetoday.blogspot.com/2014/04/cell-city.html 

 

Complete Part A of Cell City Project:  

• Write out or type out the 11 organelles you need and what their functions are in a cell  

A. Cell – smallest unit of life, building block of life 

B. Cell Membrane - 

C. Cytoplasm  

D. Nucleus  

E. Nuclear membrane  

F. Ribosome  

G. Endoplasmic reticulum  

H. Golgi body  

I. Mitochondria  

J. Lysosome  

K. Vacuole 

 

 

Complete Part B of Cell City Project:  

• Write out or type out what role the 11 organelles would play if a cell was a city  

• Ex: Nucleus=Mayor of the city because the Mayor controls what the city does  

 

A. Cell – city name 

B. Cell Membrane -  

C. Cytoplasm  

D. Nucleus – town hall  

E. Nuclear membrane  

F. Ribosome  

G. Endoplasmic reticulum  

H. Golgi body  

I. Mitochondria  

J. Lysosome  

K. Vacuole 

 

 

Complete Part C of Cell City Project:  
• Sketch your city in pencil on large computer paper  
• Label and circle each part of the city (A through K organelles)  

• The parts of your city should NOT be the cell organelle names.  
• Example: You would label town hall, the town hall, not the nucleus. 

 
 

Complete Part D of Cell City:   

• Create a key for your city in the corner of your city with the letter and the actual name of 

the part (example: B. Sumo Wrestlers NOT B. Cell Membrane)   

B. Summo Wrestlers B. Cell Membrane 

  

  

https://yayscience.net/6th-grade/cells/
http://whatarewedoinginsciencetoday.blogspot.com/2014/04/cell-city.html


Sources: https://yayscience.net/6th-grade/cells/ 
http://whatarewedoinginsciencetoday.blogspot.com/2014/04/cell-city.html 

Complete Part E of Cell City:   

• Color your city completely and neatly (pencil first then color but NO MARKERS)  

•  Be creative and have fun with it!  

 

 

Final Cell City Project Paragraph  

• Write a paragraph describing your city. How does it work? What happens during a 

typical day? Who is doing what? How does it function?  

 

 

 

Examples of Cell Cities:  

 

https://clip.ethanpringle.com/sites/default/files/drawn-city-animal-cell-523046-2551337.jpg  

 
 

 

https://yayscience.net/6th-grade/cells/
http://whatarewedoinginsciencetoday.blogspot.com/2014/04/cell-city.html
https://clip.ethanpringle.com/sites/default/files/drawn-city-animal-cell-523046-2551337.jpg


Sources: https://yayscience.net/6th-grade/cells/ 
http://whatarewedoinginsciencetoday.blogspot.com/2014/04/cell-city.html 

 
 
 https://clip.ethanpringle.com/sites/default/files/drawn-city-animal-cell-523046-8150250.jpg  

 

 

 
 

https://yayscience.net/6th-grade/cells/
http://whatarewedoinginsciencetoday.blogspot.com/2014/04/cell-city.html
https://clip.ethanpringle.com/sites/default/files/drawn-city-animal-cell-523046-8150250.jpg


WHAT ARE THE PARTS OF A CELL? 



THE CELL THEORY

1. All living things are made of cells

2. Cells are the basic unit of structure and 

function in living things. 

3. Living cells only come from other living cells. 



WHAT IS THE HIERARCHY OF A

ORGANISM? 



Organism 

Organ System 

Organ 

Tissue

Cells 

HIERARCHY IN ORGANISMS



CELL HIERARCHY

 An organism is made 
of organ systems.

 Organ systems are 
made up of organs

 Organs are made up of 
tissues

 Tissues are made up 
of cells 

 Cells are made up of 
organelles

Organism

Organ System

Organ

Tissue

Cells!!!!

http://www.pnas.org/content/100/26/15906/F7.large.jpg


WHAT ARE ORGANELLES? 



ORGANELLES

 Organelles are like tiny organs in a cell 

 Each has a specific function 

 They work together to keep the cell alive and 

healthy 



Plant CellAnimal Cell



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF

AN ANIMAL CELL? 



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF AN

ANIMAL CELL?

Cell Membrane 

 Surrounds the cell 

 Supports and protects the cell 

 Controls movement in and out of 

the cell 



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF AN

ANIMAL CELL?

Lysosomes

 Breaks down large food and 

digests old cell parts 

 Cell’s recycler 



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF AN

ANIMAL CELL?

Cytoplasm 

 The cell’s environment or inner 

space 

 Mostly made of water 

 Contains the organelles 



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF AN

ANIMAL CELL?

Nucleus  

 The cell’s computer, brain, or 

manager 

 Uses DNA to control the cell’s 

activity 

 Determines what proteins will be 

made 



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF AN

ANIMAL CELL?

Nuclear Membrane   

 Surrounds the nucleus 

 Protects and guards the nucleus 

 Allows materials to pass in and out 



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF AN

ANIMAL CELL?

Ribosomes 

 Produces protein (which is the 

product of the cell) 



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF AN

ANIMAL CELL?

Endoplasmic Reticulum  

 Transportation system of the cell 

 Carries material throughout the 

cell 

 There are Rough ER and Smooth 

ER



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF AN

ANIMAL CELL?

Golgi Bodies 

 Packs and carries proteins 

 They separate and float into the 

cytoplasm 

 Prepares the proteins for use or 

delivery outside the cell 



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF AN

ANIMAL CELL?

Mitochondria 

 Supplies energy that the cell needs 

 Breaks down sugar molecules into 

energy 

 Needs oxygen and gives off carbon 

dioxide as waste 



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF AN

ANIMAL CELL?

Vacuoles 

 Storage bubbles found in the cell 

 Stores food or nutrients 

 Also stores waste products 



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF

A PLANT CELL? 





WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF A PLANT

CELL?

Cell Wall 

 Plant cells only 

 Surrounds the cell membrane 

 Gives plants their shape, 

structure, support and protection 



WHAT ARE THE ORGANELLES OF A PLANT

CELL?

Chloroplasts 

 Plant cells only 

 Where photosynthesis takes place 

 Makes food for the plant and gives 

plants their green color 





YOUR ASSIGNMENT

 Draw a cell (either plant or animal)

 Label each of the parts 

 Describe the function of each of the parts in 

complete sentences 

 If there is time, color your cell 

 Staple the function writings to the back of the 

drawing paper and turn it in to the basket 



Partnerships for Reform through Investigative Science and Math 

Plants and Animal Cells 1.1 
5 

Name:_____________ 
Date: _____________ 

 
Animal and Plant Cells Worksheet 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Questions: 
1. Which type of cell is this? 
 
 
 
 
2. How do you know which type of cell it is? 

 
 
 Source: Oxford Illustrated Science Encyclopedia: 

http://www.oup.co.uk/oxed/children/oise/pictures/nature/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Partnerships for Reform through Investigative Science and Math 

Plants and Animal Cells 1.1 
6 

Name:_____________ 
Date: _____________ 

 

Animal and Plant Cells Worksheet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Questions: 
1. Which type of cell is this? 
 
2. How do you know which type of cell it is? 

 

Source: Oxford Illustrated Science Encyclopedia: 
http://www.oup.co.uk/oxed/children/oise/pictures/nature/ 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



Cell City Project Sources 

Powerpoint and Cell city instructions: https://yayscience.net/6th-grade/cells/ 

 

https://yayscience.net/6th-grade/cells/


ELA week of April 20-April 24 

ELA- Monday- April 20 

1)   Reread “Homelessness in America”. Write a gist for each paragraph (#1-7), underneath the paragraph.   

• (1 sentence telling me what the paragraph was about.).   

 

“Homelessness in America” 

Homelessness is an issue that affects people of every age and from every country. If you walk down the street in many big cities in the 

United States, you might notice people sleeping on the sidewalk or begging for food or money. These individuals are very visible to 

passersby, and it is difficult to ignore them. But there are also homeless people who do not sleep on the streets. They are not as visible 

to the public eye, but they are also homeless. These people often spend their nights sleeping in shelters, which provide food, rooms, 

and often a variety of social services (like daycare). We might not see these people on the streets, but it does not mean that they aren’t 

suffering. 

 

When thinking about homelessness, one of the first questions that might come to mind is: why are people homeless? People become 

homeless for a variety of reasons, often outside of their own personal control. Two key reasons have been identified on why people 

become homeless. The first is a lack of affordable housing. The second is poverty, or the condition of being poor. The government is 

usually responsible for providing affordable housing to people and families in need. It builds large apartment buildings or housing 

developments for people who cannot afford to live elsewhere. Sometimes there is not enough affordable housing for all the people 

who need it. Those who are unable to secure housing may become homeless. 

 

Homelessness and poverty are quite clearly linked. Poor people must often choose between such important things as buying food or 

paying for medical care versus paying the rent. When poor people are faced with these difficult decisions, housing is often the first 

expense to be dropped because it generally requires the largest amount of money. Many of the homeless in America are simply unable 

to find jobs due to a lack of opportunity. Others are mentally ill or addicted to drugs. Still others who are homeless have previously 

relied on public assistance but have lost that assistance for one reason or another. An example of a public assistance program is the 

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, which provides help for people who struggle to afford healthy and nutritious food. 

 



There are three distinct kinds of homelessness. The first is called chronic homelessness, and it represents the group of people who 

move from shelter to shelter in a seemingly never-ending cycle. The chronically homeless are usually older, and they are often 

disabled or suffer from addiction. 

 

The second type of homelessness is called transitional homelessness, and it describes people who must enter a shelter for a short 

period of time. For example, if they are evicted from their homes for not being able to pay the rent, they might go into a shelter or 

enter government-based transitional housing. They may live there for up to two years until they are able to get back on their feet. 

 

The third kind of homelessness is called episodic homelessness, which accounts for people who move in and out of shelters at various 

points throughout their life. Those who experience episodic homelessness usually have difficulty maintaining steady employment. 

People who are considered transitionally homeless and those who are episodically homeless are often young. 

 

Homelessness rises when people are unable to find or keep jobs. But it also affects people who are not even employed in the first 

place: children under sixteen years old. According to a report in 2014 by the National Center on Family Homelessness, one in every 

30 children experienced homelessness that year. As minors, children under sixteen are not legally allowed to work. Most families that 

experience homelessness are made up of a mother and her children. Some adults in homeless families in the United States are 

working. Yet the wages are often not enough to support the various needs of a family, like healthcare, food, and shelter. Furthermore, 

many families try to stay out of shelters. Shelters can be noisy, overcrowded, and stressful places for both children and parents. These 

families would often rather stay at the homes of friends or relatives, or even sleep in their cars. Families that experience homelessness 

in any situation are under a ton of stress, due to the lack of stability and privacy. There are no simple solutions to this major social 

issue. But homelessness affects too many people around the world to be ignored. 

 

 

2)  Write a summary about the entire article   

• (2-3 sentences that tell me about the entire article).    
 

 



ELA- Tuesday- April 21 

1) Annotate the prompt for main ideas (underline) and key vocabulary (highlight).  

Essay prompt: 

What are two major causes of homelessness in America? What is one thing we can do to change homelessness? 

 

 

2) Rewrite the prompt in your own words. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________. 

 

3) Answer the following questions, in your own words. Try to answer without looking back at the article. 

a) What are some causes of homelessness? 

 

 

 

b) What are ways to help change homelessness? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ELA- Wednesday- April 22 

Graphic organizer (introduction and body paragraph 1)- Homelessness Essay 

1) Instructions- fill out the graphic organizer for each paragraph below. Start with your introduction, body paragraphs, and then 

conclusion. For each body paragraph you will find 2 pieces of evidence to support your claim in each body paragraph.  

 

Prompt: What are two major causes of homelessness in America? What is one thing we can do to change homelessness? 

 

 

Introduction paragraph-  

Hook- 1 interesting fact you 

learned, put into your own words.  

  

 

  
Summarize the article in 2 

sentences.  

  

  
Thesis outline.  • Reason 1 for homelessness:  

 

________________________________________________  

 

• Reason 2 for homelessness:  

 

________________________________________________  

 

• 1 way to solve homelessness:  

 

________________________________________________  

  

  

 

 

 

 



Body Paragraph 1-  

 

Claim #1- Reason 1 for homelessness: ________________  

Evidence 1 - “quote.” (author paragraph 

#)  

Reasoning 1- Explain the quote.  Reasoning 2- How does the quote prove your claim is 

true?  

  

  

  

  

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Evidence 2 - “quote.” (author paragraph 

#)  

Reasoning 1- Explain the quote.  Reasoning 2- How does the quote prove your claim is 

true?  

  

  

  

  

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



ELA- Thursday- April 23 

 

Graphic organizer (paragraph 2 and body paragraph 3)- Homelessness Essay 

1) Instructions- fill out the graphic organizer for each paragraph below (body paragraph 2 and 3). Pay attention to what is being 

asked. 

 

Prompt: What are two major causes of homelessness in America? What is one thing we can do to change homelessness? 

Body paragraph 2- 

Claim #2- Reason 2 for homelessness: ________________  

Evidence 1 - “quote.” (author paragraph 

#)  

Reasoning 1- Explain the quote.  Reasoning 2- How does the quote prove your claim is 

true?  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Evidence 2 - “quote.” (author paragraph 

#)  

Reasoning 1- Explain the quote.  Reasoning 2- How does the quote prove your claim is 

true?  

  

  

  

  

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Body Paragraph 3-  

Claim #3- 1 way to solve homelessness: ________________  

Evidence 1 - “quote.” (author paragraph 

#)  

Reasoning 1- Explain the quote.  Reasoning 2- How does the quote prove your claim is 

true?  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

    

Evidence 2 - “quote.” (author paragraph 

#)  

Reasoning 1- Explain the quote.  Reasoning 2- How does the quote prove your claim is 

true?  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

 

 

 

 



 

ELA- Friday- April 24 

 

Graphic organizer (Conclusion paragraph)- Homelessness Essay 

1) Instructions- fill out the graphic organizer for each paragraph below (conclusion).  

Prompt: What are two major causes of homelessness in America? What is one thing we can do to change homelessness? 

 

Conclusion paragraph-   

Restate your thesis (outline). Look 

back at each body paragraph.  

Reason 1 for homelessness: ________________________  

  

Reason 2 for homelessness: ________________________  

  

1 way to solve homelessness: ________________________  

  

Summarize your essay. What was 

each paragraph about? (3 total 

sentences) 

Body paragraph 1- 

 

 

 

Body paragraph 2- 

 

 

 

Body paragraph 3- 

 

  

Write one additional interesting 

fact you learned in the article that 

you think others should know. 

*Your own words*  

  

 

 

  
*Once done with all of the parts to the graphic organizer, go back and proofread/edit.  



ELA week of April 27-May 1 

*Outline for your rough draft is after the agenda listed below. 

Monday- April 27 

 Complete a rough draft of introduction paragraph and body paragraph #1 using the outline below. Then, proofread to use to write 

your final draft.  

 

Tuesday- April 28 

 Complete a rough draft of body paragraph #2 and body paragraph #3 using the outline below. Then, proofread to use to write your 

final draft. 

 

Wednesday- April 29 

 Complete a rough draft of the conclusion paragraph using the outline below. Then, proofread to use to write your final draft. 

 

Thursday- April 30 

Write your final draft of your essay for the following paragraphs: Introduction, body paragraph 1 and body paragraph 2. Then, 

proofread to use as your final draft. 

 

Friday- May 1 

Write your final draft of your essay for the following paragraphs: body paragraph 3 and conclusion. Then, proofread to use as your 

final draft. 

Prompt: What are two major causes of homelessness in America? What is one thing we can do to change homelessness? 

 



I. Introduction: 

A. Hook (write 1 sentence that tells me something interesting that you learned about homelessness, from the article). 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________.        

B. Summarizing the article. (Write a 2-sentence summary about the article. *HINT: you did this on Monday of last week 

(April 20th)). 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________.       

                

  

         

C. Thesis (claim 1, 2, and 3): 

Two major causes of homelessness are _____________________ and ________________,  

 

while we can help change this by _________________________________. 

 

 



II. Body Paragraph 1: : ____________________________  

A.  Claim #1- (first reason for homelessness in your THESIS): 

One major cause of homelessness is ___________________________. 

 

B. Lead into + evidence (lead in, evidence. (author paragraph #). 

 

The author states, 

“_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________.” (___________ ________). 

 C. Reasoning #1: (What does the quote mean?)  

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Reasoning #2: (How does the quote prove your claim is true?.) 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

D.  Conclusion sentence: (What did this body paragraph talk about?): 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________. 



III. Body Paragraph 2: ____________________________  

A. Claim #2- (second reason for homelessness in your THESIS): 

Another major cause of homelessness is ___________________________. 

B. Lead into + evidence (lead in, evidence. (author paragraph #). 

For example, 

“_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________.” (___________ ________). 

C. Reasoning #1: (What does the quote mean?) 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________.          

D. Reasoning #2: (How does the quote prove your claim is true?.) 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________. 

E. Conclusion sentence: (What did this body paragraph talk about?): 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________. 



 

IV. Body Paragraph 3: : ____________________________  

A. Claim #3- (first way to help homelessness in your THESIS): 

One way we can help homelessness is ___________________________. 

B. Lead into + evidence (lead in, evidence. (author paragraph #). 

For example, 

“_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________.” (___________ ________). 

C.  Reasoning #1: (What does the quote mean?)  

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________.          

D. Reasoning #2: (How does the quote prove your claim is true?.) 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________.  

E. Conclusion sentence: (What did this body paragraph talk about?): 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________.    



 

V. Conclusion Paragraph:   

A. Restate thesis (say the thesis in other words, the last sentence in your introduction):  

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________. 

B.  What was body paragraph 1 about? 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________. 

C. What was body paragraph 2 about? 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________. 

D. What was body paragraph 3 about? 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________.  

E. Conclusion sentence (wrap up sentence. In your own words, state one fact you want readers to really remember from the 

article): 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________.   



 

 
 

 



Date 

(Week 6) 

Assignment 

Monday 

04/20 

Ancient India: Lesson 1 – Early Civilizations (Reading Essentials and 

Questions) 

Tuesday 

04/21 

Ancient India: Lesson 1 – Early Civilizations (Geography and History Activity: 

Understanding Human–Environment Interaction) 

Wednesday 

04/22 

Ancient India: Lesson 2 – Religions of Ancient India (Reading Essentials and 

Questions) 

Thursday 

04/23 

Ancient India: Lesson 2 – Religions Ancient India (21st Century Skills Activity: 

Summarizing) 

Friday 

04/24 

Ancient India: Lesson 3 - The Mauryan Empire (Reading Essentials and 

Questions) 

 

 

Date  

(Week 7) 

Assignment 

Monday 

04/27 

Ancient India: Lesson 3 - The Mauryan Empire (Primary Source Activity: 

Buddhism and Hinduism) 

Tuesday 

04/28 

Ancient India: Primary Source Activity (Document-Based Questions) 

Wednesday 

04/29 

Ancient India – Primary Source Activity (Hindu Art) 

 

Thursday 

04/30 

Ancient India: Graphic Novel – “Much Ado About Zero” (Read and answer 

questions 1-3) 

Friday 

05/01 

Ancient India: Graphic Novel – “Much Ado About Zero” (Read a second time and 

answer questions 4-6) 
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Lesson 1  Early Civilizations 
 

  

 

 

Where in the world? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

When did it happen? 
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Lesson 1  Early Civilizations, Continued 

 

The Geography of India 
India’s northern border starts on the southern edge of the 

continent of Asia. The Himalaya is a mountain system which 

blocks off India from the rest of Asia. This makes India a 

subcontinent. 

The Ganges and Indus Rivers are in northern India. The 

Ganges runs southeast into the Indian Ocean. The Indus flows 

southwest into the Arabian Sea. Their water comes from melting 

snow in the Himalaya. The Deccan Plateau is south of the river 

valleys. It is dry and hilly. The coastal areas have plains, or flat 

land, that is good for farming. 

India’s climate, or usual weather, has monsoons, or strong 

winds. The winter monsoon blows in cold, dry air from the 

mountains. The summer monsoon brings warm, wet air from the 

Arabian Sea. Summer monsoons bring the rainy season. If the 

rain comes in time, the crops will be good. If the rains are late, 

then there may be a drought, or a long dry period that can ruin 

crops. 
 

The Indus Valley Civilization 
India’s first civilization began in the Indus River valley where 

crops grew in the rich soil. The Indus civilization lasted from 

about 2600 B.C. until 1900 B.C. Cities and towns were spread 

over western India and Pakistan. 

Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro were large cities with populations 

of about 35,000 people each. The cities had large streets paved 

with bricks and smaller, unpaved side streets. A fortress was 

built to protect the people. Houses were built with oven-baked 

bricks made of mud. The houses had flat roofs, enclosed 

courtyards, wells, and indoor bathrooms. Pipes took wastewater 

to pits outside the city walls. Houses also had garbage chutes 

that led to bins in the streets. 

The Indus Valley people left no written records. Experts have 

studied what is left of the cities to learn what life was like there. 

The royal palace and the temple may have been built together 

inside a fortress. 
 

Farmers Grew City Dwellers Made 

• rice 

• barley 

• wheat 

• peas 

• cotton 

• clay pots 

• cotton cloth 

• metal tools 

• jewelry from shells, ivory, and 
gold 

• toys 
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Lesson 1  Early Civilizations, Continued 

 

Most people were farmers. City dwellers made goods that could 

be traded. Indus Valley merchants traded with the Mesopotamians. 

Some traders sailed across the Arabian Sea. Others made the 

difficult trip through the mountains. 

 

Aryan Migrations and Settlements 
Around 1900 B.C., the people of the Indus Valley began to leave 

their cities. Soon, people called the Aryans began settling the river 

valley. 

The Aryans came from central Asia. They were nomads, so they 

traveled around to find food for their herds of cattle. The Aryans 

were not a single race or a tribe. They were a group of people who 

spoke similar languages. This language family was called Indo-

European. The Aryans were good warriors, and expert horse riders 

and hunters. 
 

 
 

After a while, the Aryans stopped living as nomads and  became 

farmers. Over time, they decided that cattle were sacred, so people 

in India stopped eating meat from cattle. The Aryans began to 

make iron tools. With these, they cleared India’s forests and dug 

canals to bring water from the river to the fields. This made the 

Ganges River valley good for growing crops. Farmers in north India 

grew wheat, barley, and other grains. In the river valleys, farmers 

grew rice. In the south, they grew spices like pepper, ginger, and 

cinnamon. 

The early Aryans did not write things down when they were 

nomads. When they became farmers, they developed a written 

language called Sanskrit. Using Sanskrit, they wrote down sales 

and trade information. They also wrote down songs, stories, 

poems, and prayers in sacred books called the Vedas. 

The Aryans lived in groups, each ruled by a raja, or prince. 

Rajas often fought with each other over treasure and cattle. 
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11. Place a three-tab Venn 

 

 

Lesson 1  Early Civilizations, Continued 

 
 

Ancient India Society 
Ancient Indian society was grouped into four classes called 

varnas. The top varna was the Brahmins, who were priests. The 

next varna was the Kshatriyas, the warriors. They ran the 

government and the army. After the Kshatriyas came the 

Vaisyas, or “common” people.” They were farmers, craftspeople, 

and merchants. Then came the Sudras. They were lower-class 

workers and servants who had few rights. Most Indians were 

Sudras. 

The four varnas gradually divided into thousands of smaller 

groups known as jati. A person was born into one jati and could 

never move into another. The jati system had rules for almost 

every part of life, including marriage, work, and friendships. 

One group was too low to be part of the jati system—the 
Untouchables. Untouchables did work considered too dirty for 
jati members, such as collecting trash. Most Indians thought 
Untouchables were unclean. As a result, Untouchables were 
made to live apart from everyone else. 

Grandparents, parents, and children all lived together with the 

oldest man in charge. This is called an extended, or enlarged, 

family. 

Men had many more rights than women. Only men went to 

school or could become priests. When they were young, some 

boys studied with a guru, or teacher. Older boys went to 

schools in the cities. Parents chose marriage partners for their 

children. Divorce was not allowed. 

 

Check for Understanding 
Write whether each feature was from the Indus Valley 

civilization, Aryan civilization, or both. 
 

  1.  developed the varna system 
 

  2. used mud bricks to make buildings 
 

  3.  grew rice, wheat, and barley 
 

  4. used the Sanskrit language 
 

  5.  built large cities with paved streets 
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Ancient India

Geography and History Activity

Lesson 1 Early Civilizations

Understanding Human–Environment 
Interaction: Ancient India
Much of the advanced Harappan civilization came about 
through human interaction with their geographic environment. 
Not only did the Indus River provide water for crops, but it also 
produced mud for making bricks. Mud bricks enabled people to 
make stronger buildings. This skill developed because the 
environment by the river made mud bricks possible. 

Over hundreds of years, the people’s relationship with the 
river grew. They learned how to use the water to wash away 
waste and to build boats for water transportation and trade. 
Gradually, they got better at using the environment for human 
advancement.

The Harappan civilization was affected by its geography in 
other ways. The Himalaya sit on an unstable geographical 
break between Asia and India, where earthquakes are 
common. There is evidence that somewhere close to the end 
of the Harappan civilization, the Indus River changed its 
course. Severe flooding followed. It is possible that an 
earthquake caused this change in the river and many Indus 
Valley cities were destroyed.

There also may have been changes in the pattern of the 
monsoons. These changes may have caused a drought that 
lasted hundreds of years. Between these two events—flooding 
and drought—little would be left of this early culture.

netw  rks
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Geography and History Activity Cont.

The Geography of India
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By the time the Aryans arrived, the natural disasters were 
probably over and the river valleys were left with a very small 
population. There would have been little there to change the 
Aryan culture or language. However, the river itself would 
change the way these newcomers lived.

The Aryans originally came from central Asia. They roamed 
the mountains on horseback as nomads with their flocks and 
herds. The steep, rocky terrain and cold climate did not offer 
them comfortable places to stop and build houses; so, with 
their sure-footed animals, they moved farther and farther into 
the mountains. They would have depended on the snow for 
water and small patches of plants to feed their animals; a 
hard life. Finally, they traveled all the way over the mountains 
and into the river valleys of the Indian subcontinent.  

netw  rks
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Ancient India

Geography and History Activity Cont.

The river made their lives much easier than the mountains 
did. With trees and plants surrounding the valley, they would 
not have to travel far to find food for themselves and their 
animals. Because of this fertile environment, they began to 
grow crops and raise animals as farmers instead of roaming 
as nomads. Before long they had settled in the region.

The resource used most by the Harrapans was mud. Once the 
Aryans had settled in the valley, however, their main resource 
was not mud, but iron. By the time they reached the Ganges 
River, they were using iron tools to clear forests and create 
irrigation systems to increase the growth of their crops. The 
wet lands by the river provided rice, while the drier land 
produced wheat and other grains. Again, these early people 
found ways to use their natural environment to improve their 
lives. Eventually, these plentiful resources allowed Aryan 
society the time to create a written language and a complex 
social system.

Directions: Answer the following questions.

Understanding the Concept
1. Comparing and Contrasting Use the chart below to 
compare how the Indus Valley civilization used their 
environment with how the Aryans used theirs.

Indus Valley Aryans

netw  rks
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Ancient India

Geography and History Activity Cont.

2. Describing Study the map. Trace the migration of the 
Aryans from the northwestern mountains to the Ganges 
River. To what physical features was a nomadic life best 
suited? To what physical features was a settled farm life 
best suited? Explain your answers.

Applying the Concept
3. Drawing Conclusions In what ways did the river societies 
and nomads take control of and use their environment? In 
what ways could they not control their environment?

netw  rks
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Lesson 2 Religions of Ancient India 
 

  

 
 

When did it happen? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

What do you know? 
Put a check mark(  )next to each term that you know. For every word that you check, write a 

short description or definition. 
 

  Sanskrit    

  the Vedas    

  varnas    

  guru    

  Untouchables    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
1.

 

2.
 

3.  
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 _______ of 
their jati, they make good 

_______ and the cycle 
starts again.

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

Lesson 2 Religions of Ancient India, Continued 

 

Origins of Hinduism 
Hinduism is one of the oldest religions in the world. It grew 

from the faith of the Aryans. Hinduism has no one founder 

and no one holy book. 

Hindus believe in one great spirit called Brahman. They 

also believe that all living things and even the gods are part 

of Brahman. 

Hindus believe that a person’s soul will eventually join 

Brahman. Before that can happen, however, a soul must 

live many lives—even some as an animal. The idea of 

living many lives in different forms, one after another, is 

called reincarnation. According to Hinduism, if people do 

the duties of their jati, they will get a better next life. They 

must follow dharma, or their personal duty. If a person 

follows dharma, then they have good karma. 

Do your duty to 

your jati 
 

 

Be reborn into 

a better life/ 

Born into a jati 

Follow dharma 

 

Create good 

karma 
 
 

Karma is the result of how a person lives. If you live a 

good life and do your duty, you have good karma and 

eventually, you will reach Brahman. If you have bad karma, 

you will be reborn into a lower jati or as an animal and will 

remain in the cycle of reincarnation. 

This belief in dharma and karma mean that people have 

to obey the rules of their jati because that is where they 

have to stay until their next lifetime. The idea of 

reincarnation gives them their only hope. 

 

Rise of Buddhism 
Prince Siddhartha Gautama was born about 563 B.C. 

Siddhartha was wealthy, married, and had a son. One day 

he left the palace and was shocked to see that most 

people were poor. He asked himself why people suffered. 
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Lesson 2 Religions of Ancient India, Continued 

 

 

To search for answers, he left his family and lived alone. 

Legend says that Siddhartha meditated under a tree. 

Finally, he came to understand the meaning of life. This is 

called “Enlightenment.” 

Siddhartha spent the rest of his life teaching people about 

his discovery. People called him the Buddha, which means 

“Enlightened One.” His lessons about life and suffering are 

called Buddhism. 

The Buddha taught that everyone should stop wanting 

fame, money, and worldly things. Then they would reach 

nirvana, a feeling of perfect peace and happiness. The 

Buddha said that the only way to stop desiring things was to 

follow the Eightfold Path—the Buddhist rules for right living. 

The Buddha did not agree with the jati system. He taught 

that all people could reach nirvana. This made Buddhism 

very popular among the lower jati and the Untouchables. 
 

 
 

The Buddha taught his ideas for more than 40 years. 

When he died, his disciples could not agree about what his 

message really meant. They split into two groups. One was 

Theravada Buddhism. Theravada means “teachings of the 

wise men.” It says that the Buddha was a great teacher, but 

not a god. Theravada Buddhism spread south and east. It 

also became popular in Indochina. 

The other kind of Buddhism is Mahayana Buddhism. It 

says that the Buddha is a god. Mahayana Buddhists also 

honor bodhisattvas. Bodhisattvas are enlightened people 

who choose not to go to heaven even though they could. 

Instead, they stay on Earth to help others reach nirvana. 

The Eightfold Path 

1. Know and understand the Four Noble Truths. 

2. Give up worldly things and do not harm others. 

3. Tell the truth, do not gossip, and do not speak 

badly of others. 

4. Do not commit evil acts, such as killing, 

stealing, or living an unclean life. 

5. Do rewarding work. 

6. Work for good and oppose evil. 

7. Make sure your mind keeps your senses under 
control. 

8. Practice meditation to see the world in a new way. 
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ahimsa? 

  

 

 

Hinduism, Buddhism,

 

Lesson 2 Religions of Ancient India, Continued 

 
In Tibet, Mahayana Buddhism mixed with Hinduism and 

Tibet’s own religions. Buddhist leaders called lamas led the 

government. Tibetans believed lamas were reincarnations of 

the Buddha. 

Today, very few Buddhists live in India. Buddhism is 

widely practiced in Southeast Asia and East Asia. There 

are about 376 million Buddhists in the world today. 
 

BUDDHISM 

Theravada Buddhism Mahayana  Buddhism 

• Buddha was a great 

teacher. 

• Buddha was not a god. 

• Buddha was a god. 

• People who worship 

Buddha can go to heaven. 

Jainism 
Another religion also came to India at this time. It is called 

Jainism. Its main teacher was Mahavira. Mahavira’s title 

was “the Jina,” or “the Conqueror.” His followers are called 

Jains. Much of Jainism is like Buddhism. Both taught that 

people should stop wanting worldly things. Their goal was 

to stop the process of being reborn and reach nirvana. 

Jainism has one main teaching: Never harm any living 

creature. The name of this teaching is ahimsa. Ahimsa means 

that a person should not kill even insects or worms. 

Centuries later, in the early 1900s, an Indian man named 

Mohandas Gandhi led a movement to free his nation from 

the rule of the British. Instead of using weapons, Gandhi 

followed the example of ahimsa. He and his followers used 

nonviolent ways of protesting. Through peaceful ways, the 

nation of India gained its independence. 
 

 
Check for Understanding 

List one important belief or practice of each religion. 

1. Hinduism    

2. Buddhism    

3. Jainism    
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21st Century Skills

Communication: Summarizing 
Learning the Skill
As you read your textbook, a useful skill to practice for 
reading comprehension and for communicating what you 
have read to others is summarizing. When you summarize 
something you have read, you write a shorter version of it in 
your own words. Your shorter version should include only the 
important ideas and details. As you read, pause from time to 
time to note important details. To decide what is important, 
ask yourself, “What is the main idea?” The main idea is 
usually stated in the first paragraph. Then ask, “What details 
support and explain the main idea?” Under the main idea note 
down these facts as you read the rest of the passage.

For example, read the following text:

Hinduism includes many beliefs and practices. A core 
belief of Hinduism is that there is one universal spirit 
called Brahman. 

Ancient texts known as the Upanishads describe the search 
for Brahman. These writings say that every living thing has 
a soul that is part of Brahman. The body is part of life on 
Earth. At death, the soul leaves the body and joins with 
Brahman. 

Here are notes that a student made while reading the 
previous text about Hinduism:

Main idea: beliefs and practices of Hinduism

Supporting facts:
  one universal spirit, Brahman
 search for Brahman found in the text of Upanishads
 every soul part of Brahman
 body part of life on Earth
 at death, soul unites with Brahman

Lesson 2 Religions of Ancient India
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21st Century Skills Cont.

It may help to organize the notes as an outline like this one:

I. Beliefs and practices of Hinduism
A. Brahman

1. the universal spirit
B. the Upanishads

1. texts that describe the search for Brahman
C. Beliefs

1. every soul a part of Brahman
2. body part of life on Earth
3. at death, soul unites with Brahman

After taking reading notes and organizing your thoughts, you 
will be better prepared to write a summary in your own 
words. Think about what you would say to someone who 
wanted to know about Hindu beliefs. Then write your 
summary. Here is an example of a summary paragraph that a 
student wrote of the text about Hinduism:

Followers of Hinduism believe in one universal spirit 
called Brahman. The Upanishads are ancient Indian 
texts that describe how every soul is a part of 
Brahman, and the body is part of life on Earth. 
At death, the soul is united with Brahman.

Practicing the Skill Read the text below and answer the 
question that follows.

Like Hindus, the Buddha believed in reincarnation, but in a 
different way. He taught that people could end the cycle of 
rebirth by following the Eightfold Path rather than their dharma. 
Many people accepted the Buddha’s message, especially 
Untouchables and Indians in the lower jati. For the first time, 
these groups heard that they, too, could reach enlightenment.

For more than 40 years, the Buddha taught his ideas. After his 
death, Buddha’s followers disagreed about the meaning of the 
Buddha’s ideas. Eventually, the Buddhists divided into two 
groups: Theravada Buddhists and Mahayana Buddhists 
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1. Circle the set of notes that you think would be best to use 
for writing a summary of the text above.

 (A)  Main Idea: Buddhism 

   Supporting facts:

      Untouchables believed Buddha preached 
his ideas Theravada Buddhism

 (B)  Main idea: the teachings of the Buddha

   Supporting facts:

      Different reincarnation, end rebirth 

     Follow the Eightfold Path 

      Untouchables and lower jati can reach 
enlightenment

     After his death, followers disagreed

     Two groups: Theravada, Mahayana

 (C)  Main Idea: The Life of the Buddha

     Different idea of reincarnation

     Many people accepted his message

     Untouchables and Lowest jati

     Preached for 40 years

Use the notes above to write an outline of the reading on 
Buddhism.

Now write the summary in your own words.
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Applying the Skill
Read, take notes, and then summarize the information below.

The key value of Jainism is ahimsa. This means practicing 
nonviolence toward all living things. Believing that all life 
is sacred, Mahavira’s followers tried to avoid harming any 
living creature. They used brooms to sweep away insects 
so that they would not step on them. Jains did not farm 
because they were afraid of plowing under worms and 
other living things in the soil.

Your Notes: 

Your summary paragraph:
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When did it happen? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

What do you know? 
Write a short definition of each term using your own words. 

empire    

Sanskrit     

Hinduism        

Buddhism         
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Lesson 3 The Mauryan Empire, Continued 

 

Origin of an Empire 
India had many small kingdoms by the 500s B.C. Around 

325 B.C., an Indian military leader named Chandra Gupta 

Maurya built a strong army. He took over almost all of 

northern India. 

In 321 B.C., the Mauryan dynasty began. A dynasty is a group 

of rulers from the same family. Chandra Gupta set up a well- 

organized government in the capital city of Pataliputra. To keep 

control, Chandra Gupta also set up a strong army and a spy 

system to make sure his subjects were loyal. 

Many historians think that the greatest king of the Mauryan 

Empire was Chandra Gupta’s grandson, Ashoka Ashoka 

ruled from about 273 B.C. to 232 B.C. He was a strong 

military leader who grew to hate war. After one bloody fight, 

he decided to follow the teachings of Buddha and spend his 

life making peace. 
 

 

 

Ashoka sent teachers to spread Buddhism throughout 

India and Asia. He had workers carve the Buddha’s 

teachings on pillars, or large, tall stones. He also had 

workers build thousands of stupas, or Buddhist shrines. 

Unlike most rulers of the time, Ashoka was tolerant of other 

religions such as Hinduism. 

When there is a good road system and a strong ruler, 

trade is good. Trade was very good under Ashoka. India 

became the center of a huge trade network. It stretched all 

the way to the Mediterranean Sea. 

Mauryan Kings 

Chandra Gupta Ashoka 

• Took over almost all 

of northern India 

• Set up a well-organized 

government in the capital 

city of Pataliputra 

• Used army and spies 

to make sure people 

stayed loyal 

• Created a postal system 

to have fast 

communications 

throughout the empire 

• Strong military leader who 

chose to follow the teachings 

of Buddha and spend his life 

making peace 

• Built hospitals for people 

and for animals 

• Built new roads with rest 

houses and shade trees 

for travelers 

• Sent teachers to spread 

Buddhism throughout India 

and Asia 

• Tolerant of other religions 

such as Hinduism 
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Lesson 3 The Mauryan Empire, Continued 

 
Ashoka died in 232 B.C. The kings who followed him 

were not good leaders. They forced merchants to pay 
heavy taxes. They took the peasants’ crops without 
paying them. The empire grew weak. The people turned 
against these rulers. In 183 B.C., the last Mauryan king 
was killed by one of his own generals. After that, the 
Mauryan Empire split into small warring kingdoms. 

 

The Gupta Empire 
For the next 500 years, the small kingdoms fought each 
other. Then, a prince from the Ganges River valley rose 
to power. His name was Chandra Gupta, just like the 
founder of the Mauryan Empire. This Chandra Gupta 
founded the Gupta dynasty in A.D.320. He ruled from the 
old capital city, Pataliputra, for ten years. Then, his son 
Samudra Gupta took over. Samudra Gupta gained new 
lands for the empire. He became a patron, or gave money, 
for people to make art and literature. India began a golden 
age. 

Merchants used a network of trade routes to buy and sell. 
They gained wealth for themselves and the empire. Cities 
grew along the trade routes and made travel easier. 

The Guptas practiced and supported Hinduism. They built 

fine temples and created beautiful works of art to honor the 

Hindu gods. Pilgrims—people who travel to holy places—

used the trade routes to get to these popular places. These 

travelers made the cities rich. 

 

Culture in Ancient India 
Artists, builders, scientists, and writers were busy under the 
Mauryan and Gupta empires. After Sanskrit developed 
under the Aryans, the Hindu Vedas were written down. 
Another kind of popular text was the epic. These were long 
poems that taught important lessons about right and wrong. 
The most famous epic poems are the Mahabharata and the 
Ramayana. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The best-known section of the poem Mahabharata is the 

Bhagavad Gita. The name means “Song of the Lord.” 
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Lesson 3 The Mauryan Empire, Continued 

 
The hero in the poem learns that he should do his duty and 

follow his dharma, no matter how difficult it is. 

Music was important in the religious and social lives of the 

ancient Indians. Religious poems, such as the Bhagavad 

Gita, were probably sung in group settings. 

Early art that has survived is mostly religious art carved in 

stone. Many sculptures are of the Buddha, some carved as 

early as the A.D. 100s. The most important buildings in early 

India were those used for religious worship. 

Mathematicians invented a way to show nothing by using 

the number zero. The Indian number symbols for 0 through 

9 are the same ones we use today. Arab traders adopted 

these “Arabic numerals” and Europeans later borrowed 

them. By about the A.D. 1200s, these numerals had 

replaced Roman numerals. 

Indian scientists mapped the movements of the planets 

and stars. They knew that the Earth was round and that it 

moved around the sun. Metal workers used steel and iron to 

make tools and weapons. 

Gupta doctors set broken bones and performed operations. 
They invented medical tools, such as scalpels, and used 
herbs to treat illnesses. A doctor named Shushruta even 
performed an early type of plastic surgery. 
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Lesson 3 The Mauryan Empire

Buddhism and Hinduism
Buddhism and Hinduism have different ideas of what the duty 
of a good person is. When he was a Hindu, Ashoka believed 
that as a leader his duty was to conquer other tribes in war. 
When he became a Buddhist, he changed his way of life to 
agree with the teachings of Buddha. In the first passage 
below, Ashoka describes his efforts to become a truly devoted 
Buddhist.

We do not know who the speaker is in the second passage, 
taken from the Upanishads (a series of ancient Hindu religious 
texts). This speaker writes about the actions of a good person 
from a Hindu viewpoint. He praises those who seek wisdom 
and criticizes those who do not. 

Directions: Read the following passages.

Reading 1 Buddhism: From The Edicts of Ashoka

For more than two-and-a-half years I was a lay [ordinary] disciple, without, 
however, exerting [pushing] myself strenuously. But it is more than a year since 
I joined the Order [group of sincere Buddhists], and have exerted [worked] 
myself strenuously. During that time the [deities] who were regarded as true all 
over India have been shown to be untrue. For this is the fruit of exertion. Nor is 
this to be attained by a great man only, because even by the small man who 
chooses to exert himself immense [great] heavenly bliss may be won. For this 
purpose has the precept [teaching] been composed:—"Let small and great exert 
themselves."

Reading 2 Hinduism: From the Upanishads

The better . . . is one thing, and the pleasanter . . . quite another. . . .
Of these two, well it is for him who takes the better;
He fails of his aim [goal] who chooses the pleasanter.
Both the better and the pleasanter come to a man.
Going all around the two, the wise man discriminates [decides which 
to choose].
The wise man chooses the better, indeed, rather than the pleasanter.
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The stupid man . . . chooses the pleasanter. . . .
Those abiding [staying] in the midst of ignorance,
Self-wise, thinking themselves learned,
Running [here] and [there], . . .
Like blind men led by one who is himself blind. . . . He . . . who has not 
understanding,
Who is unmindful and ever impure,
Reaches not the goal,
But goes on to [rebirth]. . . .
He, however, who has understanding,
Who is mindful and ever pure,
Reaches the goal
From which he is born no more. . . .
A difficult path is this—poets . . . declare!

—from The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, by Robert Ernest Hume 

Analyzing Primary Sources

Directions: Answer the following questions.

1. Comparing What was the difference between Ashoka’s 
actions during his first two and a half years as a Buddhist 
and his actions after that?

2. Explaining According to Ashoka, who can win “heavenly 
bliss” and how?
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3. Describing How does the Upanishads reading describe 
those who will be “born no more [reach union with 
Brahman]”? How does it describe those who will not?

Critical Thinking

4. Evaluating Do you think the words of Ashoka would make 
his readers feel encouraged to do better, or discouraged 
and hopeless? What about the Hindu writer? How would 
his readers feel? Explain your answers.

5. Analyzing What might a leader be like who followed 
the advice of Ashoka and “exerted himself” in doing good 
deeds? What might a leader be like who followed the 
Upanishads passage, avoiding pleasure and gaining 
understanding?

netw  rks



Ancient India: Primary Source Activity – Document-Based Questions 

“As a caterpillar, having reached the end of a blade of grass, takes hold of another blade, then 

draws its body from the first, so the Self, having reached the end of his body, takes hold of 

another body, then draws itself from the first.”  

—from Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, Fourth Brahmana, line 3, Encyclopaedia of Hinduism by 

Nagendra Kumar Singh. Copyright © 1999 by the Publisher. Published by Anmol Publications 

Pvt. Ltd. 

Directions: Answer the following questions. 

1. What kind of process is the caterpillar going through that the quote describes? 

Explain your answer. 

 

2. The quotation comes from an ancient text of Hinduism. How do you know? 

 

3. Which other major religion shares a similar belief to the one expressed in the quotation? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ancient India – Primary Source Activity (Hindu Art) 

 

 

 

 

 

Instructions: Please examine the image and the translation. Then paraphrase (rephrase in 

your own words) what they mean to you.  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

In Hindu art showing scenes from 

the Bhagavad Gita, the heroic Lord 

Krishna is shown as having blue skin. 

 

“(6:8) That yogi who is blissfully 

absorbed in the wisdom of the self is 

known as being unshakably united to 

spirit. Unchangeable, the controller of 

his senses, he views with equal gaze a 

clod [chunk] of Earth, a stone, and a 

bar of gold. 

 

(6:9) He is a supreme yogi who gazes 

equally upon patrons [supporters], 

friends, enemies, strangers, 

peacemakers, those who cause trouble, 

relatives, virtuous [doing good], and 

the ungodly.” 

 

—Bhagavad Gita, Translation and 

Annotation by Shukavak N. Dasa. 

Copyright © 2004 by Sanskrit Religions 

Institute. Published by Sri Publications. 

 

Source: 

http://www.sanskrit.org/www/Gita/sa

mple1.html 
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Graphic Novel: Much Ado About Zero 

Read: 

This graphic novel pretends that the symbol for nothingness was created by a young student. In 

the story, people laugh when they see the symbol until they realize the value of the invention. 

Directions: After reading the graphic novel, “Much Ado About Zero,” answer the 

questions. 

1. Why did the people laugh?  

 

 

2. What was the girl’s reaction?  

 

 

3. How do the students feel about these events? 

 

 



Graphic Novel: Much Ado About Zero 

Read:  

It is hard to imagine not having the symbol for zero. Many concepts and inventions were 

discovered long ago that today are considered basic “everyday” knowledge. For instance, the 

concept that the earth revolves around the sun is widely accepted as fact today, but when the idea 

was first presented, it was rejected. Think of an item used every day, such as tape, microwaves, 

cell phones, or paper plates. Then do independent research on your chosen topic to learn its 

origin, inventor, and how it was first used. 

Directions: Answer the following questions after completing your independent research on 

your chosen item.  

4. Has its original use changed over time? 

 

 

5. Did it lead to the development of other inventions? 

 

 

6. Was it immediately accepted or did the inventor have to struggle to get acceptance? 

 

 



Physical Education  

 

Week 1 

Date Assignments Learning Target  
Monday - April 20 1. Read power point 

2. Exercise 30 minutes  
3. Log workout 

I can identify the 4 major 
muscle groups in lower body. 

Tuesday - April 21 1. Exercise 30 minutes 
2. Log workout 

I can participate in moderate to 
vigorous physical activity for a 
minimum of 30 minutes. 

Wednesday – April 22 1. Read power point 
2. Assignment # 3  

• Label 7-10 on muscle 
picture 

• Name one exercise to 
strengthen each muscle 

3. Exercise 30 minutes 
4. Log exercise  

I can identify the 4 major 
muscle groups in lower body 
and exercises to strengthen 
each muscle.  
 

Thursday – April 23 1. Exercise 30 minutes 
2. Log workout 

I can participate in moderate to 
vigorous physical activity for a 
minimum of 30 minutes. 
  

Friday – April 24 1. Exercise 30 minutes 
2. Log workout  

I can participate in moderate to 
vigorous physical activity for a 
minimum of 30 minutes. 
 

 

Week 2 

Date Assignments Learning Target  

Monday - April 27 1. Read power point 
2. Exercise 30 minutes  
3. Log workout 

I can identify the major muscle 
groups in the body. 

Tuesday - April 28 1. Exercise 30 minutes 
2. Log workout 

I can participate in moderate to 
vigorous physical activity for a 
minimum of 30 minutes. 

Wednesday – April 29 1. Assignment # 4 

• Label 1-10 on muscle 
picture 

• Name one exercise to 
strengthen each muscle 

• List the main function of 
each muscle. 

2. Exercise 30 minutes 
3. Log exercise  

I can identify the major muscle 
groups in the body and 
exercises to strengthen each 
muscle.  
 



Thursday – April 30 1. Exercise 30 minutes 
2. Log workout 

I can participate in moderate to 
vigorous physical activity for a 
minimum of 30 minutes. 
  

Friday – May 1  1. Exercise 30 minutes 
2. Log workout  

I can participate in moderate to 
vigorous physical activity for a 
minimum of 30 minutes. 
 

 

Weekly Log Entry  

Example 

How long did you exercise for?     45 minutes 

 

Rate your intensity of your workout:  moderate  

Exercise 1: 20 jumping jacks 

 

Exercise 5: 12 push ups 

Exercise 2: 20 high knees 

 

Exercise 6: 20-minute walk  

Exercise 3: 20 butt kickers 

 

Exercise 7: 

Exercise 4: 15 squats  

 

Exercise 8: 

  

Monday 

How long did you exercise for? 

 

Rate your intensity of your workout:  

Exercise 1: 

 

Exercise 5: 

Exercise 2: 

 

Exercise 6: 

Exercise 3: 

 

Exercise 7: 

Exercise 4: 

 

Exercise 8: 

 

Tuesday  

How long did you exercise for? 

 

Rate your intensity of your workout:  

Exercise 1: Exercise 5: 



 

Exercise 2: 

 

Exercise 6: 

Exercise 3: 

 

Exercise 7: 

Exercise 4: 

 

Exercise 8: 

 

 

Wednesday 

How long did you exercise for? 

 

Rate your intensity of your workout:  

Exercise 1: 

 

Exercise 5: 

Exercise 2: 

 

Exercise 6: 

Exercise 3: 

 

Exercise 7: 

Exercise 4: 

 

Exercise 8: 

 

Thursday  

How long did you exercise for? 

 

Rate your intensity of your workout:  

Exercise 1: 

 

Exercise 5: 

Exercise 2: 

 

Exercise 6: 

Exercise 3: 

 

Exercise 7: 

Exercise 4: 

 

Exercise 8: 

 

Friday  

How long did you exercise for? 

 

Rate your intensity of your workout:  

Exercise 1: Exercise 5: 



 

Exercise 2: 

 

Exercise 6: 

Exercise 3: 

 

Exercise 7: 

Exercise 4: 

 

Exercise 8: 

 



 

 



 

Week 2 

Weekly Log Entry  

Example 

How long did you exercise for?     45 minutes 

 

Rate your intensity of your workout:  moderate  

Exercise 1: 20 jumping jacks 

 

Exercise 5: 12 push ups 

Exercise 2: 20 high knees 

 

Exercise 6: 20-minute walk  

Exercise 3: 20 butt kickers 

 

Exercise 7: 

Exercise 4: 15 squats  

 

Exercise 8: 

  

Monday 

How long did you exercise for? 

 

Rate your intensity of your workout:  

Exercise 1: 

 

Exercise 5: 

Exercise 2: 

 

Exercise 6: 

Exercise 3: 

 

Exercise 7: 

Exercise 4: 

 

Exercise 8: 

 

Tuesday  

How long did you exercise for? 

 

Rate your intensity of your workout:  

Exercise 1: 

 

Exercise 5: 

Exercise 2: 

 

Exercise 6: 

Exercise 3: 

 

Exercise 7: 

Exercise 4: Exercise 8: 



 

 

 

Wednesday 

How long did you exercise for? 

 

Rate your intensity of your workout:  

Exercise 1: 

 

Exercise 5: 

Exercise 2: 

 

Exercise 6: 

Exercise 3: 

 

Exercise 7: 

Exercise 4: 

 

Exercise 8: 

 

Thursday  

How long did you exercise for? 

 

Rate your intensity of your workout:  

Exercise 1: 

 

Exercise 5: 

Exercise 2: 

 

Exercise 6: 

Exercise 3: 

 

Exercise 7: 

Exercise 4: 

 

Exercise 8: 

 

Friday  

How long did you exercise for? 

 

Rate your intensity of your workout:  

Exercise 1: 

 

Exercise 5: 

Exercise 2: 

 

Exercise 6: 

Exercise 3: 

 

Exercise 7: 

Exercise 4: Exercise 8: 



 

 

 



Lower Body Muscles 
Subtitle



Gluteus Maximus (Glutes)

- The gluteus maximus is one of three muscles 
of the glutes, and one of the largest muscles in 
the whole body. While many people think of 
the the “glutes” as one muscle (i.e, the butt 
muscle), they are actually a group of three 
muscles: the gluteus maximus, gluteus medius
and gluteus minimus muscles.

- The primary role of the glutes (gluteus 
maximus) is supporting stability of the pelvis 
and extending or rotating the hips. They also 
help the knee extend, help with lowering and 
lifting the body towards the ground, support 
upright posture through the spine, and reduce 
pressure placed on the lower back.

- Exercise to strengthen: Squats



Quadriceps 

• Front of thigh

• If you sit in a chair and straighten your knee a few 
times, you can see and feel the quads in action on 
the front part of your thigh. When your quads 
contract, they straighten your leg at your knee 
joint. Since the quadriceps extend over the 
kneecap (patella), they also help to keep your 
kneecap in its proper position in a groove at the 
end of your thigh bone. One of your four quad 
muscles (the rectus femoris) also crosses the hip 
joint and can assist in flexion, or bending up, your 
hip.

• Exercise to strengthen: Lunges



Today's Work Out

• Repeat 3 times (3 sets)

– 15 squats

– 20 front lunges

– 20 arm circles

– 20 sides lunges

– 1 minute squat (wall sit)

– 5 jump squats

– 10 burpees 

– Your choice 



Lower Body Muscles
Subtitle



Hamstrings 

• Back of thigh

• Hamstrings are the big muscles 
located at the back of your thigh. At 
the hip, the hamstrings play a role in 
a posture condition. You use your 
hamstring muscle when you walk, 
jog, running, and jumping.

• Exercises to strengthen muscle: 
Deadlifts & RDL's



Gastrocnemius 
(calves)

- Back of lower leg – calf 
muscle

- The calf muscle helps bend 
your knee, curl your toes 
and returning blood to the 
heart.

- Exercise strengthen muscle: 
Calf Raises



Assignment #3

1. Label the 7-10 
muscle man

2. Add one exercise to 
strengthen each 
muscle

3. Main function of 
each muscle – 7th 
grade only



It's Leg Day

• Repeat 3 times (3 sets)

– 20 calf raises

– 10 squats

– 10 RDL's

– 20 jumping jacks

– 20 front lunges

– 20 sides lunges

– 10 jump squats

– Your choice of a leg exercise 



Muscle Review 



Upper Body Muscles 

▪ Biceps – front of muscle –Curls

▪ Triceps – back of muscle –Closed hand pushups

▪ Deltoids – shoulders – Pushups

▪ Pectorals – chest – Planks

▪ Trapezius (traps) - upper back – Shrugs

▪ Latissimus Dorsi (lats) - middle back – Pull ups

▪ Abdominals (abs) - middle stomach (core) - Curl ups



Lower Body Muscles

▪ Gluteus Maximus (Glutes) - back side – Squats

▪ Quadriceps – front thigh – Lunges

▪ Hamstring – back thigh – RDL's

▪ Gastrocnemius (calves) - back of leg (calf) - Calf Raises



Assignment #4

1. Label 1-10 on Muscle Man

2. Add one exercise to strengthen 
each muscle

3. Add main function of each 
muscle – 7th grade only 



Today's workout 

- Design a full body work out

- Must include an exercise to strengthen all 
10 muscles

- Log workout with what muscle goes with 
what exercise you did 



DANCE 5TH/6TH GRADE  
WORK AT HOME 
Wk_4/20-5/01 
 
Monday-Friday 4/20-4/24 (repeated and continuation from last week) 
1. Review your #1 and #2 phrases for your self-portrait solo dance 
2. Write down your #3 word that you think describes yourself: 
 
3. Work, organize, practice your #3 phrase based on your #3 word. 
4. Document your dance phrase #3:  

1. Write it down in sequential order (start from beginning to end of phrase) 
What movements skills/actions are you performing and what dance concepts are you using to 
change those actions to make your dancing new and interesting? 
 
 

 
5. Review your #1 and #2 and #3 phrases for your self-portrait solo dance.  
6. Connect all 3 of your phrases together to create one dance.  
7. Work, organize, practice your self-portrait dance. 
 
Tuesday and Thursday 4/21 & 4/23 
Perform  all three sequences below with music of your choice. Try a different song/music for each day. 
Answer the following: 
1. What music did you choose? 
2. What music do you think was best to perform your warm-up? Why? 
 
Seated Warm-up 
1. Roll downs from criss-cross position (forward, side, side, reach arms back) 
2. Hand/arm extensions 
3. Side arm reaches 
4. Sit-ups 
5. Flex and point feet 
6. Curl in and extend out (4 Forward with legs/ 4 straddle) 
7. Side extensions from knee (right, left) 
Side extensions from knee adding a plank (right, left) 
Roll to side extensions (right, left, right, left, right to spiral up) 
Standing Warm-up Sequence; Plies w/curves: 
Begin in parallel first position. 
*4 demi plies. 
*Spinal curl forward using upper body, then bring spine/upper body to neutral (straight) bringing arms to reach up direction. Drop arms to swing 
them down in front of torso as they cross and swing them up to repeat one more time, finishing with arms down by side of body. (complete 4 
curls forward w/arms). 
*4 demi plies. 
*Spinal curl Right side using upper body (keep shoulders open/wide chest and lead with top of the head), while reaching left arm up direction as 
you focus on your finger tips. Bring upper body to neutral/straight. Spinal curl left side using upper body (keep shoulders open/wide chest and 
lead with top of the head), while reaching right arm up direction as you focus on your finger tips. Bring upper body to neutral/straight. (Complete 
4 side curls w/ arms; R,L, R, L) 
*4 demi plies. 
*Reach down with both arms to circle them back (arc upper back, keeping chest open and focus in upward diagnol), up, forward directions 
finishing by your sides. 
Demi plie and 2 shoulder shrugs. (Complete 4 times). 
Roll down Sequence in parallel first position 
Roll down to forward fold; 4 plies and stretch; roll back up, plie. 
Roll down to forward fold; 4 weight shifts and back to fold; roll back up, plie. 
Roll down to forward fold; walk out to plank, hold for 8 counts; 8 push-ups; walk hands back to feet to fold; roll back up; demi plie. 
 
 
 



Monday 4/27 
Write a poem or story that reflects your self-portrait dance you created. Write about what you are saying 
about yourself in your dance.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tuesday and Thursday 4/28 & 4/30 
Perform  all three warm-up sequences (See Tuesday and Thursday 4/21 & 4/23) with music of your 
choice. Try a different song/music for each day. 
Answer the following: 
1. What music did you choose? 
2. What music do you think was best to perform your warm-up? Why? 
 
 
 


